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Three-Directional FEM Analyses of Pre-Bending
Effects for Nb3Sn Composite Wires

Satoru Murase, I. Okada, K. Kiyama, N. Nanato, S. B. Kim, H. Oguro, G. Nishijima, S. Awaji, K. Watanabe, and
M. Wake

Abstract—Pre-bending effects of Nb3Sn composite wires, en-
hancement in c at the as-cooled condition and c peak, cm,
against applied tensile strain, are well known in especially Cu-Nb
reinforced Cu stabilized Nb3Sn wire. In an attempt to under-
stand the effects, three directional strain analyses using FEM were
studied by considering thermally-induced residual strain due to
temperature difference between the reaction temperature and the
cryogenic temperatures including the pre-bending process at room
temperature for three types of Nb3Sn composite wires. To eval-
uate effects of change in three directional strain, the von Mises
strain was introduced. As a result, the minimum von Mises strain
against the applied tensile strain corresponded to cm; low strain
shows cm enhancement by the pre-bending for Cu-Nb reinforced
Nb3Snwire. It was found that there is a direct correlation between
the minimum von Mises strain and cm related to the pre-bending.

Index Terms—Composite superconductor, FEM, Nb3Sn, pre-
bending, three-directional strain.

I. INTRODUCTION

N superconductor has been widely used for not only
scientific applications, for instance high energy physics,

fusion research, and the hybrid-magnet, but also for industrial
applications of NMR. Generally the composite wire
consists of superconducting filaments, a Cu stabilizer, Cu-Sn
(bronze) and a diffusion barrier. To prevent the reduction of
the superconducting properties, several types of reinforced

composite wires have been developed using reinforced
materials such as Cu-Nb [1], Ta [2], or copper-alumina [3]
for the cryocooled superconducting magnets. Therefore, some

composite wires have the reinforcement material. These
component materials have different thermal expansion coef-
ficients and mechanical properties. As the is formed
at the reaction temperature of around 1,000 K and cooled at
the cryogenic temperature of 4.2 K, the filament is
subjected to the thermal strain, the residual strain, by the other
component materials.

is sensitive to stress/strain and its superconducting
properties change under the influences of the residual strain and
of the applied stress such as the electromagnetic force during the
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operation [4]. Especially, deterioration of critical current den-
sity, , is a serious problem for the practical use. On the other
hand, enhancement is known under the strain-free state in the
case of the loaded and unloaded tensile strain condition [5] and
bending and unbending strain condition [6].

Recently, it is found that Cu-Nb reinforced wire
shows increase of not only but also upper critical field and
critical temperature through the repeated bending strain at room
temperature, so called the pre-bending effect [7]. So far the
enhancement by the pre-bending is observed in characteristics
of against the applied tensile stress/strain, for instance,
at as-cooled-state and peak, , at some applied tensile
stress/strain which corresponds to the axial residual strain-free
state. The tendency is more remarkable for the Cu-Nb rein-
forced wire as compared with the ordinary Cu stabilized

wires [8]. The above former case can be explained by
considering only the axial strain, but in the latter case

enhancement cannot be understood only using z-strain
approach.

As it is suggested that the radial and tangential strains of the
filament are not always zero even at the axial tensile

strain-free state, three dimensional strain states for
have been observed using the neutron diffraction [8]. The
study brought the relaxation of the axial residual strain and
unchanging of the radial and tangential strains, in-plane
strain, by the pre-bending, which explained the experimental
results of against applied strain for .

Furthermore, the analyses of the strain state for the
pre-bending are necessary for understanding dependence
of each of - and - strains induced by thermal hysteresis on
the axial tensile stress/strain for the various kinds of
composite wires. We have studied three directional strain
states, radial, tangential and longitudinal strains, for various
composite superconducting wires using FEM [9], [10]. In this
paper, we report FEM analyses of three directional strain state
with/without pre-bending strain for and two
types of wires.

II. MODEL OF THE COMPOSITE SUPERCONDUCTOR

We analyzed a Cu-Nb reinforced model (CuNb) [6]
and two types of models; a Cu matrix type (Cu-1)
[8] and an external Cu type (Cu-2), having 1 mm in diameter.
Those component volume fractions and schematic view of the
cross-section for the models are shown in Tables I and II and
Fig. 1, respectively.

Analysed steps are shown as follows. All strains are set to be
free at the reaction temperature of 948 K and then the model
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TABLE I
COMPONENT MATERIALS AND THEIR VOLUME FRACTIONS

TABLE II
PARAMETERS OF COMPONENT MATERIALS

Fig. 1. Cross section of theNb Snwire model (a)Cu�Nb=Nb Sn (CuNb),
(b) Cu matrix Nb Sn (Cu-1), (c) external-Cu Nb Sn (Cu-2).

conductor is cooled at the room temperature of 300 K. The
pre-bending of 0.5% strain is applied to the model at 300 K.
As shown in Fig. 2, points A and B along the -axis on the out-
ermost surface are indicated on the cross-section of the model.
The 0.5% tensile strain and 0.5% compressive strain are simul-
taneously applied to points A and point B, respectively. Bending
strain is distributed linearly from A to B across the cross-section
and still zero-strain is kept at the center of the model. Next the
applied strains are put back to free and the strains are applied
to the contrary; 0.5% tensile strain at point B and 0.5% com-
pressive strain at point A (one-directional bending). Finally, the
applied bending strains are returned to free. The bending pro-
cedure is repeated twice per one direction. The similar applied
bending procedure is repeated along the -axis in the case of
two-directional bending which demonstrates the pulley bending
process. After these pre-bending processes the model conductor
is cooled at 4.2 K and then the z-axis tensile stress/strain is
applied.

Fig. 2. Schematic drawing of applied bending strain to the model. Points A
and B are located at the outermost surface of the in-plane (x � y) in the wire.
If the 0.5% tensile strain is applied to point A, 0.5% compressive strain is done
to point B simultaneously. The strain distribution is linear from A to B.

III. ANALYSIS METHODS

In the boundary condition, it is assumed that the ends of the
composite superconductor keep a plain plane during
the thermal process and applying of tensile stress: all compo-
nent materials unite to change during elongation and contraction
along the longitudinal direction and each component displaces
equally on -axis on upper plane. The other boundary
conditions are used in the FEM analyses as follows; zero dis-
placement of degree of freedom along -axis on bottom on
plane, the symmetry boundary condition.

Each component is assumed to be equiaxial material. Approx-
imate stress-strain curves of Cu, Cu-Sn and Cu-Nb are calcu-
lated elastic-plastically, taking temperature dependence into ac-
count, based on the previous paper [10] and inputted to the FEM
analyses. Superconductors and Ta are analyzed elas-
tically for the whole temperature range because they have high
proof stress and their stress-strain curves do not depend strongly
on the temperature. Constant thermal expansion coefficient and
Poisson’s ratio values against temperature are used in the anal-
ysis because their data are not presented. Temperature ranges
from 948 K of reaction temperature to 4.2 K were per-
formed in the strain analyses.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Characteristics of -Strain State Under Applied Tensile
Strain

Dependences of -strain for the filament on applied
tensile strain are shown in Fig. 3 for model CuNb. In this
figure zero applied tensile strain means as-cooled condition;

-strain at the as-cooled corresponds to the residual strain.
In wire the residual compressive strains
were 0.43% and 0.40% for no pre-bending and for 0.5%
pre-bending, respectively. The residual strain changes
value; lower residual strain for higher in the case of the
pre-bending condition. This analyzed results accorded to in
the experimental results.

As the applied tensile strain increases, the residual compres-
sive strain relaxes and reaches to the residual strain free. The
applied tensile strains at the residual strain free are 0.40% and
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Fig. 3. Characteristics of z-strain versus applied tensile strain of model CuNb
for no pre-bending and pre-bending.

Fig. 4. Characteristics of r- and �-strains versus z-strain of model CuNb for
no pre-bending and pre-bending.

0.43% for pre-bending and no pre-bending, respectively; they
correspond to the peak in against tensile strain. They were in
almost good accord with each other.

In models (Cu-1 and Cu-2), the same results, the
residual compressive strains of 0.28% for no pre-bending,
were obtained, which were smaller than those of .
The residual strain relaxation values by the pre-bending in both

models were 0.01%, which were smaller than
0.03% of . It is considered that the large
volume fraction of Cu-alloys (Cu, Cu-Sn and/or Cu-Nb) in

, which is larger than that in ,
lead to larger residual compressive strain. The difference of
the residual strain relaxation between and

will be discussed later.

B. Characteristics of - and -Strains versus -Strain

One of the analyzed results of in-plane ( - and -) strains for
model CuNb is shown in Fig. 4 where the horizontal axis shows

-strain and the vertical axis shows -strain and -strain. The
-strains are larger than -strains at around -strain-free. The

in-plane strains are not relived even at -strain-free, i.e., some
strains remain at -strain-free condition in the wire. Although in

Fig. 5. Characteristics of von Mises strain versus applied tensile strain for no
pre-bending and pre-bending (a) CuNb, (b) Cu-1, (c) Cu-2.

-stain relaxation by the prebending was observed, the r strain
increase by the pre-bending occurred, as shown in Fig. 4.

In model Cu-1 the in-plane strains remain even at -strain-
free and the -strains are larger than -strains, which are sim-
ilar to model CuNb. On the other hand, the strains of Cu-1 are
compressive and the strains increase by pre-bending.

Even taking some factors that affect in the in-plane
strains; the absolute value of the strain, difference between both
in-plane strains and the effective strain into consideration, these
behaviors cannot be explained. Therefore we led the main factor
which is primary associated with changes in , that is the
von Mises strain which allows combination of three-dimension
strains.
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C. Characteristics of von-Mises Strain versus -Strain

The von Mises strain, , that is widely used for evaluating
the yield condition of three dimension strains is shown in (1),

(1)
where is the shear strain. Characteristics of the von Mises
strain versus applied tensile strain are shown for models CuNb,
Cu-1 and Cu-2 in Fig. 5. The minimum values of von Mises
strain against the applied tensile strain approach zero but do not
reach zero. The minimum values of von Mises strain existed
at around 0.4–0.5% of the applied tensile strain for CuNb and
around 0.3% for Cu-1 and Cu-2. In the CuNb model the min-
imum values of von Mises strain are apparently separated be-
tween no pre-bending and pre-bending conditions; 0.018% at
0.41% tensile strain for pre-bending and 0.04% at 0.48% ten-
sile strain for no pre-bending. The minimum von Mises strain
of the pre-bending condition is smaller than that of no pre-
bending. Enhancement of by the pre-bending was in rea-
sonable agreement with the results of von Mises strain analyses
in model CuNb.

On the other hand in models the minimum values
of von Mises strain are 0.032% for Cu-1 and 0.027% for Cu-2
at 0.28% tensile strain, which are almost the same for Cu-1 and
Cu-2 and furthermore almost the same strain values are obtained
for both of no pre-bending and pre-bending. No change in von
Mises strain has been suggested to indicate no change in
for wires.

D. Mechanism of the Pre-Bending Effects

Before and after the pre-bending process the elongation
of the whole wire at room temperature, 0.076%, 0.047% and
0.046% for models CuNb, Cu-1 and Cu-2, respectively, was es-
timated in the analyses. Larger elongation for
wire is assumed to bring the von Mises strain relief and
enhancement. The calculated stress-strain curves showed im-
provement of the mechanical properties by the pre-bending
for ; large work-hardening was obtained for

by pre-bending. On the other hand, improve-
ment of mechanical properties of the was small by
the pre-bending. Although it is well known that mechanical im-
provement by pre-bending, which is shown locally in the wire,
gives the Jc enhancement at zero stress [6], the further study
will be needed to clarify the effects of it on enhancement.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The pre-bending characteristics of three directional strains
against applied tensile strain for and two kinds

of wires were analyzed using FEM. Obtained
- and -strains decreased with increase in applied -strain

and various behaviors depending on the pre-bending and on
the kind of the composite wires were shown. The minimum
von Mises strain against applied tensile strain was intro-
duced for evaluating the pre-bending effects and showed well
the differences among no pre-bending and pre-bending, and

and ; the minimum von Mises strain
is 0.018% for pre-bending and 0.04% for no pre-bending in

. Furthermore, low minimum von Mises
strain corresponded to high enhancement. The pre-bending
effects can be accounted for by von Mises strain in
filaments. On the other hand, there were no apparent differences
by the pre-bending in two types of ; Cu stabilizer
arrangement did not affect the von Mises strain.
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